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Low Pressure Boilers, the industry leader among boiler operation textbooks, includes new coverage

of personal protective equipment, burner control systems, steam principles, and emission analysis

and control. An updated Cooling Systems chapter covers refrigeration principles and equipment,

chilled water systems, and refrigerant recovery procedures. Boiler systems and related equipment

are depicted in full-color illustrations complemented by concise text. This textbook is recommended

by many licensing agencies for use as a study aid in preparing for licensing examinations. Sample

licensing exams are included to build confidence through practice. Low Pressure Boilers is a must

for operators of boiler systems used in hotels, apartment buildings, schools, and other large

institutions.
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Every good teacher understands that its not the information, its the way the information is

presented. Before coming across this book, I attempted to prepare for the special engineer boiler

test by studying an official 350 page manual put out by the state. The MN state manual was dry,

dull, incomprehensible and full of information that one didn't need for the exam. I almost gave up.

Then, I came across Low Pressure Boilers by Frederick M. Steingress. He made the impenetrable

seem clear and understandable and almost interesting. My fellow custodians who studied the MN

state manual had to retake the test 2-5 times. I studied this Steingress book and passed on the first

attempt with 84%. 70% and above is a pass. This book has key points for review after each section

and a 75 point practice boiler exam and answers at the end of the book. Make use of them. I also



strongly recommend the workbook.

As a Custodian trying to get, and in part, thanks to some parts of this book, WILL GET, my Low

Pressure Boiler license, I'm, as I am writing this, waiting with 99 % confidence that I successfully

passed my exam.This book is a wonderful tool, it has a wealth of information and even has a CD

ROM so you can take practice tests.It's a very easy to read book and while I'm not done reading this

book yet, I intend to continue reading it to gather all the information that I need to know about

Boilers.Highly recommended.

Many diagrams and illustrations. A lot of extra content on CD including videos and quizzes for each

chapter. Highly recommended for someone wanting to take a state boiler operator exam or a city

stationary engineer exam. 400 pages. Very in-depth.

I've been in the HVAC field for 20years,NATE certified and read a great deal of manual this one was

informative and well written. No matter what level your at in this field you will find it as a good

reference text book.

Hello,Bought this book to prepare for National Board In-Service commission.No. This book is way

too basic. If you know what is boiler and how it works, you will need something more

advanced.Don't get me wrong.If you need some basic knowledge - this book is REALLY the way to

go!

An EXCELLENT book on the operation of Low Pressure Boilers. It is not a book on Boiler Making,

so be sure of your needs before you buy this book. It needs to be on every library shelf of anyone

who owns or operates Low Pressure Boilers.

This book is very informative and is easy to read. it is a good companion with Steam: Its Generation

and Use by Babcock and Wilcox. I would recommend this book to anybody in the Power

Engineerng field.

this book was comprehensive, well built, and most importantly not overwhelmingly long. great book

for engineers and technicians that need to learn fast practical knowledge.
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